ERRO TEAM BALL

Start the game with:

- Teams of 3 on each side.
- Two players start on each court as a normal game.
- The third player is standing on the sideline.

Once one of the starters commits an error such as a net foul or hits the ball out of bounds the 3rd player of the team on the sideline, switches with the player committing the foul. Play continues as normal. For each error, a substitution takes place on each side. This game focus is on reducing unforced errors. The fewer errors the longer you stay in to play.

You can modify it with multiple players.

For lower level players, rotations happen more often so more players move in and out faster. If you have 5 players, the extra player will substitute for error as stated above for either side.

NOTE: You can use this drill as a game situation and play for 'SIDE' winner. Which ever side wins.. buys the after practice beverage!!

Practice.
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